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Temperature is probably the most important physical variable of state, influencing a wide
range of natural processes. For now, the standard platinum resistance thermometers (SPRTs) are
considered the most accurate temperature sensors but rely on antiquated technologies. Further-
more, they are highly sensitive to the surrounding environment’s constraints. These limitations
have driven the quest for improved temperature sensors.

In this context, we propose an optomechanical approach to absolute quantum thermometry.
This approach relies on the interaction via radiation pressure between the mechanical modes
of a suspended membrane and the optical field of a high finesse cavity [1]. The considered
geometry is a 1D optomechanical crystal (OMC) allowing the co-localization of a 106 quality
factor optical mode at 860 nm and ∼6 GHz frequency mechanical modes with quality factors
on the order of 105. The Brownian motion of the OMC will imprint phase fluctuations on a
resonant optical probe and will superimpose to the radiation pressure noise originating from
quantum intensity fluctuations of light. The resulting quantum correlations, only determined
by fundamental constants, will be used to scale the thermally induced mechanical vibrations,
scaling proportionally to the temperature. A highly sensitive quantum-based read-out protocol
[2] will be set up to resolve these small quantum correlations. With this approach an absolute
thermometer [3][4] can be designed and used for the future dissemination of the kelvin following
its recent redefinition.
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Figure 1. (A) Simulated electric field (Top) and displacement field (Bottom) distributions
of the considered Si3N4 OMC. (B) Measurement scheme. A balanced photodetection is used to

measure the probe quadratures, giving access to the quantum correlations.
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